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Abstract
This study compared neuromechanical characteristics of voluntary (maximum
voluntary contraction (MVC) peak torque, rate of torque development (RTD),
voluntary activation (VA)) and electrically stimulated contractions (peak torque, RTD)
when performed under the same temperature conditions. Twelve physically active
males performed two isometric MVCs of the knee extensors in an isokinetic
dynamometer. The MVCs were performed after lower limb submersion for 20
minutes in hot (40 C) or cold (10 C) water. A control MVC was performed in
ambient room temperature (17 ± 0.7 C). Electrical twitches were delivered at rest
pre-MVC (Unpotentiated), during the plateau phase of the MVC (Superimposed) and
post-MVC (Potentiated). Peak torque for MVC, Unpotentiated and Potentiated was
recorded. RTD was calculated for the MVC (at 50 ms, 100 ms, 150 ms, 200 ms and
peak torque time points), Unpotentiated and Potentiated twitches, while muscle
activation capacity (using the central activation ratio method) was calculated. There
was no significant change between conditions in MVC peak torque, MVC RTD,
muscle activation capacity and (averaged) twitch peak torque (P >0.05). Twitch RTD
for the hot condition (1025.0 ± 163.0 N·m ·s-1) was significantly higher (P=0.003)
than control (872.3 ± 142.9 N·m ·s-1). In conclusion, environmental temperature
changes, in the range examined, do not affect the ability to generate maximum
torque or any of the RTD parameters in maximum voluntary isometric contractions.
In contrast, increased heat results in higher RTD in electrically stimulated
contractions, most likely induced by reduced contraction time. This has practical
implications for the use electromyostimulation tools for injury prevention.
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Introduction
Rate of torque development (RTD; the muscles’ ability to produce torque over a
short time period, in the initial phase of a movement (Maffiuletti et al., 2016)), is a
crucial contributor to human movement, whether this is to maintain balance
(Pijnappels et al., 2005), contribute to athletic performance (Tillin et al., 2010) or
assist in rehabilitation (Cornwall, 1994). Indeed, RTD is more closely related to the
performance of everyday tasks (e.g. sit-to-stand, recovery from trips etc.) and sportspecific tasks than maximal strength alone (Pijnappels et al., 2005; Tillin et al.,
2013). RTD is an ‘overall’ reflection of the musculotendinous unit’s ability to function
to generate torque quickly and as such, it is determined by physiological, mechanical
and neural factors (Maffiuletti et al., 2016). These include muscle activation (Folland
et al., 2014), muscle fibre type composition (Harridge et al., 1996), myofibrillar
mechanisms (Wahr & Rall, 1997), muscle size (Andersen & Aagaard, 2006), muscle
architecture (Blazevich et al., 2009), and muscle-tendon unit stiffness (Bampouras et
al., 2006).

One of the factors that can affect RTD is temperature. The effect of temperature,
however, appears to be inconsistent across various studies. Specifically, in studies
that used electrically stimulated in vivo muscular contractions in humans, RTD is
reported to be significantly increased with heating (from an estimated 31 ºC to 37 ºC)
and decreased with cooling (to 22 ºC) (de Ruiter et al., 1999; Gossen et al., 2001). In
other studies, however, RTD in voluntary contractions has remained constant across
different muscle temperatures of 30 ºC, 34 ºC and 38 ºC (Dewhurst et al., 2010;
Ranatunga et al., 1987). Finally, results by Cornwall (1994) and Clarke and Royce
(1962) showed that RFD decrease with cooling in 10 ºC, but there was no increase
when the limb was heated to 40 ºC.
The discrepancies between studies could have a number of explanations, revolving
around the experimental set-up used. For instance, muscle fibre tension has been
shown to be significantly temperature-dependant, with slow-twitch muscles tension
being lower at lower temperatures but with fast-twitch tension being higher at lower
temperatures (Buller et al., 1984). Thus, muscles with different muscle fibre
composition would likely produce different RTD results with temperature changes
(e.g. Ranatunga et al., 1987). Another potential factor is voluntary activation
changes, with voluntary activation affecting both the time to reach a given torque, as

well as maximum torque (Maffiuletti et al., 2016). Studies inducing increases in core
temperature (but not local muscle temperature changes) would likely see a reduced
RTD due to reduced activation (Thomas et al., 2006), something that would not be
expected with local temperature changes. It is worth noting here that differences in
muscle activation capacity (Behm et al., 2002), calculation method (Bampouras et
al., 2006) and the use of un/potentiated resting twitch, which could also be affected
by temperature (Moore et al., 1990) for one of the calculation methods (Folland &
Williams, 2007) can further complicate the effect of voluntary activation on RTD.
Finally, studies are exploring voluntary (e.g. Dewhurst et al., 2010) or electrically
stimulated (e.g. de Ruiter et al., 1999) contractions independently, with comparisons
then made based on the literature. A direct comparison of contractile properties
between voluntary and stimulated contractions, in the same temperature conditions,
could provide an explanation for the different effects seen between these two
methods.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the effect of temperature change
on the neuromechanical properties of the knee extensors, by comparing them when
under the same temperature conditions at the same time. The quadriceps muscles
were selected, as both a routinely assessed muscle group in the literature, as well as
a crucial actor for locomotion-related movements. Our hypothesis was that a) RTD
would remain unaffected by changes in temperature in voluntary contractions, and b)
RTD would be reduced with cooling and increased with heating in electrically
stimulated contractions.
Methods
Subjects
Fourteen male university students (mean  SD: age, 20.6  1.4 years; body mass,
71.8  10.6 kg; stature, 1.77  0.06 m; body mass index, 22.9 ± 3.3 kg/m2)
volunteered to take part in the study. The study conformed to the Declaration of
Helsinki and subjects were fully informed of the testing procedures before giving their
written, informed consent. Institutional ethical approval was obtained.
Subjects had no injuries and no known neuromuscular disorders. All subjects were at
least moderately active, defined as meeting current UK physical activity guidelines of
at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity exercise per week (Department of Health

and Social Care, 2019). Two of the subjects withdrew before completion due to
illness and injury, unrelated to the study, and their RTD results solely were excluded.

Experimental design
Subjects attended the laboratory for an initial session to allow familiarisation with the
testing procedures, and have their body mass (balance beam scales; Seca 709,
Hamburg, Germany), and height (stadiometer; Cranlea & Company, Birmingham,
UK) measured. They were instructed to not perform any strenuous physical activity,
and to not consume caffeine or alcohol in the 24 hours prior to each testing
occasion.
All subjects subsequently visited the laboratory on three different occasions at least
24 hours apart between 09:10h-16:30h and completed testing for the three different
experimental conditions (room, cold and hot temperature) in a randomized and
counterbalanced order. During each condition, the subject spent 20 min at rest in
each experimental condition temperature, before being seated on an isokinetic
dynamometer (Biodex Medical Systems, Inc., Shirley, New York, USA) where a
maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) and an electrically stimulated contraction
(ESC) were performed, allowing measurement of torque and calculations or rate of
torque development (RTDmax) and voluntary activation (VA). A schematic diagram of
testing procedures appears in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustrating experimental conditions and testing procedure

Experimental conditions
For the control condition, subjects in their shorts sat quietly in room temperature of
17.3  0.7C. For the cold and hot conditions, subjects sat with the lower limbs
completely submerged in water, at temperatures of 10 C and 40 C, respectively.
Water temperature was monitored throughout the 20 minutes and kept to within 1 ºC
of the relevant condition. Interaural temperature (InnooCare Forehead and Ear
Thermometer, Innoo Tech, Guangdong, China) was monitored throughout the hot
and cold conditions for data collection and subject safety. Interaural measurements
followed recommendations for thermometer placement, recording from the same ear
only and number of measurements (Childs et al., 1999). Whilst moving from the bath
to the dynamometer, a rubber water bottle filled with water from the bath was
strapped to the right leg over the quadriceps to minimise temperature changes. Skin
temperature was measured with a handheld infrared thermometer (H1020, Helect,
China) from the distal region of the vastus medialis, 10cm from insertion to the
patella, at five-minute intervals during the resting phase, and once seated in the
dynamometer to measure temperature changes whilst moving from bath to chair.
The time between exiting the bath and commencing the test was <5 min.

Maximum voluntary contraction torque measurements
Strength of the right knee extensor muscles was measured as peak MVC torque
from an isokinetic dynamometer with a knee, hip and ankle joint angle of 90. The
centre of rotation of the knee was aligned to the dynamometer’s axis and the
subject’s pelvis, trunk and tested leg were firmly strapped to avoid extraneous
movement that would affect torque and muscle activation (Bampouras et al., 2017).
The dynamometer setup for each subject was recorded during the familiarisation
session and used for all subsequent testing. The subjects were asked to exert
maximum force against the dynamometer’s arm as fast as possible; 2-minute rest
was allowed in between each effort. Verbal encouragement was given for
encouraging maximum voluntary activation (Sahaly et al., 2001). Two isometric
MVCs were performed, and if there was a coefficient of variation of >5% between the

two MVCs peak torque, a third was performed and the mean of two closest MVCs
was used for further analysis.

Electrically stimulated contraction torque measurements
With the subjects fixed in the dynamometer (see MVC torque measurements), ESC
torque was measured via percutaneous muscle stimulation with the delivery of
electrical stimulus to the knee extensors at rest and recording the torque achieved.
Two 7.5 x 13-cm self-adhesive electrodes (ValuTrode, Axelgaard Manufacturing,
Lystrup, Denmark) were placed at the proximal and distal regions of the quadriceps
muscle group. The cathode was connected to the proximal electrode, with electrodes
placed horizontally across the largest cross-sectional area of the vastus lateralis and
medialis (Pietrosimone et al., 2011). Two stimuli of 200-μs pulse width, 10-ms interstimulus gap (doublets) and with the voltage set at 300 V, were generated by a
constant current electrical stimulator (model DS7, Digitimer stimulator, Welwyn,
Garden City, UK). The stimulation intensity used was that which generated at least
one third of the average MVC torque (Bampouras et al., 2012) during rest; this was
verified at each test condition. To explore the effect of potentiation on the
experimental conditions, the stimulus was delivered to the muscle ~5s prior to the
start of (Unpotentiated) and ~3s after the end of (Potentiated) the MVC; only the
Unpotentiated and Potentiated twitches of the very first MVC were kept, in order to
ensure the Unpotentiated twitch was truly unpotentiated.

Rate of torque development calculation
RTDmax was calculated as the torque change from onset of contraction to peak
torque, divided by the amount of time needed to attain it. The onset of contraction
was defined as 8N·m above baseline (as used by Aagaard et al., 2002) to minimise
the impact of unintentional pre-emptive contractions on RTD results. This was done
for both MVC and ESC torque. Further, to verify whether any temperature changes
did not affect the start gradient of the RTDmax, RTD for the first 50 ms (RTD50), 100
ms (RTD100), 150 ms (RTD150) and 200 ms (RTD200) of the MVC were calculated.

Voluntary activation quantification
A stimulus identical to the one described in ‘ESC torque measurements’, was
delivered to the muscle during the plateau phase of the MVC (superimposed twitch,

SI). To account for any possible changes in the muscle-tendon unit compliance due
to temperature changes, the central activation ratio method was used (Bampouras et
al., 2006) and VA was calculated as (MVC torque / (MVC torque + SI torque) x 100),
with the trial with the highest muscle activation capacity used for analysis. The VA of
the two closest MVC trials (please see ‘MVC torque measurements’ earlier) was
calculated and the average was kept for further analysis.

Data analysis
Normality of the data was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilks test and was confirmed
for all variables. A 1 (variable) x 3 (experimental conditions) repeated measure
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for examining for differences between the
three experimental conditions for MVC torque and VA, followed with pairwise
comparisons where differences were seen, with Holm-Bonferroni correction applied.
MVC RTD-related variables were examined with 5 (RTD-related variables) x 3
(experimental conditions) repeated measure ANOVA. In addition, a 2
(Un/Potentiated ESC torque) x 3 (experimental conditions) repeated measures
ANOVA was used to examine for differences in ESC torque and ESC RTD-related
variables. Where differences were found, a univariate analysis followed with
subsequent pairwise comparisons (with Holm-Bonferroni correction applied) to
identify differences. Hedges’ g effect size was calculated for all significant pairwise
comparisons and interpreted as small, moderate and large for values of 0.2, 0.5 and
0.8 respectively. Alpha level was set at 0.05 for all tests. Data processing was
conducted with commercially available software (SPSS v24, IBM Systems, Chicago,
USA).

Results
Following the experimental condition, skin temperature at testing was 19.3 ± 1.5 °C
(Cold), 29.0 ± 1.2 °C (Control), 33.4 ± 1.2 °C (Hot). All ESC twitches achieved at
least 1/3 of the MVC torque (average 36%, range 33% - 40%).

Maximum voluntary contraction and electrically stimulated contraction torque
There was no difference in MVC torque between the different experimental
conditions. ESC peak torque showed a significant interaction between condition and
contraction (f2, 22 = 9.119, p = 0.006). Potentiation increased peak torque over

unpotentiated in all conditions but this change was reduced in the cold condition
(small effect size; see Table 1). Subsequent analysis had no significant main effects
for condition (f1.73, 19.00 = 1.633, p = 0.222) but significant main effects for
potentiated/unpotentiated (f1, 11 = 42.209, p = <0.001).

Table 1. Peak torque results for both maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) and
electrically stimulated contractions (ESC) for all three experimental conditions.
Control (17 °C), Hot (40 °C), Cold (10 °C) are the three experimental conditions.
Data is presented as mean ± SD. *denotes significant Unpotentiated to Potentiated
difference. Hedge’s g is included in brackets, where a significant difference was
identified.

MVC

ESC
Unpotentiated

Potentiated

Control (N•m)

264.2 ± 46.4

89.7 ± 10.6

100.2 ± 15.1*(0.80)

Hot (N•m)

266.8 ± 54.5

92.4 ± 12.3

105.6 ± 17.0*(0.89)

Cold (N•m)

268.7 ± 60.6

88.2 ± 20.0

92.6 ± 24.6*(0.20)

Maximum voluntary contraction and electrically stimulated contraction rate of torque
development
MVC RTD-related variables showed no significant interaction (f2.2, 24.32 = 0.162, p >
0.05) between condition and time points, while there were no significant main effects
of experimental condition on RTD. Significant main effects (f1.19, 13.18 = 32.42, p
<0.001) for RTD time point variables were found (see Table 2 specific differences).
For ESC RTD, there was no significant interaction between condition and contraction
(f2, 22 = 1.238, p = 0.309). Significant main effects for condition (f2, 22 = 5.664, p =
0.010) Follow up analysis showed that ESC RTD for the Hot condition (1025.0 ±
163.0 N·m ·s-1) was significantly higher (p = 0.003, g = 0.99) than control (872.3 ±
142.9 N·m ·s-1), but no other comparisons were significant (see Figure 2). Finally, a
significant main effect (f1, 11 = 14.260, p = 0.003, g = 0.59) for contraction with
Potentiated ESC RTD (981.7 ± 223.6 N·m ·s-1) was higher than Unpotentiated ESC
RTD (891.7 ± 169.7 N·m ·s-1 (see Figure 2)).

Table 2. Rate of torque development (RTD) results for maximum voluntary
contractions (MVC). Data is presented as mean ± SD. 50, 100, 150, 200 and max
are time points on the torque-time trace (50ms, 100ms, 150ms, 200ms, and time to
reach peak torque, respectively) for RTD calculation. The filled cells (diagonally)
include the value of that RTD variable. The top half of the table include the difference
(in raw units) between the respective RTD variables. The bottom half of the table
includes the significance (p value) and ES (Hedge’s g) values for each respective
comparison.

RTD50
RTD50

1137.7 ± 573.0
N·m·s-1

RTD100
RTD150
RTD200
RTDmax

RTD100

RTD150

RTD200

RTDmax

-105.9 N·m·s-1

-240.9 N·m·s-1

-309.1 N·m·s-1

-884.6 N·m·s-1

-125.0 N·m·s-1

-193.2 N·m·s-1

-768.7 N·m·s-1

-68.2 N·m·s-1

-643.7 N·m·s-1

p = 0.073, g =

1021.8 ± 418.0

0.23

N·m ·s-1

p = 0.02, g =

p = 0.012, g =

896.8 ± 310.9

0.52

0.34

N·m·s-1

p = 0.02, g =

p = 0.01, g =

p = 0.01, g =

828.6 ± 258.7

0.69

0.56

0.24

N·m ·s-1

p = 0.009, g =

p = 0.009, g =

p = 0.009, v =

p = 0.009, g =

253.1 ± 75.0

2.2

2.6

2.9

3.0

N·m ·s-1

-575.5 N·m·s-1
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Figure 2. Rate of torque development (RTD) for electrically stimulated contractions
(ESC) (Panel A: average of both twitches grouped by condition; Panel B: average of
the three conditions grouped by potentiated and unpotentiated twitches). Brackets
denote significance (p < 0.05). g denotes Hedge’s g effect size.

Voluntary Activation
There was no significant (p >0.05) difference for voluntary activation across the
experimental conditions (Cold: 95.6 ± 2.3%, Control: 95.1 ± 4.0%, Hot: 94.2 ± 3.6%).

Discussion
The aim of the present study was to examine neuromechanical parameters relating
to quadriceps muscles torque generation from voluntary and electrically stimulated
contractions, directly following alterations in temperature conditions. The key findings
were:
-

None of the MVC-related parameters were affected by the changes in the
temperature range examined, as neither MVC torque nor any of the RTD

measures were significantly different between temperature conditions, thus
confirming the first hypothesis.
-

ESC-related parameters, however, only partially followed the same pattern as
the MVC, with the ESC torque not affected by the temperature change, at the
temperatures used, but the ESC RTD demonstrating a statistically
significantly higher value for the Hot condition to the Control condition.
Consequently, our second hypothesis was partially confirmed.

It has been shown before that the mechanical and neuromechanical behaviour of the
quadriceps muscles differs, with the neural input altering the isometric joint torque
generated (Bampouras et al., 2017). In the present study, we utilised the resting
twitch (no neural input) to examine the effect of temperature on the mechanical
behaviour of the muscle-tendon unit, while the neuromechanical behaviour was
examined via an MVC. The difference in the pattern of changes suggests that neural
input is affected by the temperature change in order to maintain constant RTD, as
the only difference between ESC and MVC is in the Hot condition was the neural
aspect present in the MVC. The effect of that input appears to be related to the
shortening behaviour of the muscle-tendon unit. As the ESC torque was not different
between conditions, the torque part in the RTD equation would remain unaltered,
pointing to the time window in which maximum torque was reached as the reason for
the change. This finding is probably due to the crossbridge cycling rate (Ball, 2020).
Crossbridge cycling rate affects shortening velocity and rate of force development
(Fitts et al., 1991), and temperature increases the cycling rate is theorised to lead to
greater force generation of attached crossbridges (Ball, 2020; Offer and Ranatunga,
2015). Further, the changes of RTD must also be considered with the structure
involved components in mind. The crossbridge cycling rate would increase the rate
of force production, i.e. the rate at which the muscle alone could produce force.
When the tendon is considered, increased temperature would result in more
compliance (Petrofsky et al., 2013), thus having the opposite effect (i.e. reduced
RTD). These points taken together suggest the increase in rate of force production
due to a rise in temperature was sufficient to counteract the decrease in RTD
induced by greater tendon plasticity, thus in total demonstrating an overall faster
RTD.

The question then rises as to how, and why, the neural input during the MVC would
alter the pattern seen from when the mechanical behaviour was examined in
isolation. One possible reason would be via increased VA during the Control and
Cold conditions or decreased VA during the Hot condition, as VA is key factor in
RTD development (Aagaard et al., 2002; Maffiuletti et al., 2016). Our VA results,
however, showed no such differences between conditions. Indeed, our VA findings
are in line with suggestions by Thomas et al (2006) that local temperature changes
do not affect VA. Another possibility would be the different time within which the
MVC and ESC RTD were being measured in. With ESC torque being ~2/3 lower
than MVC torque, the time to reach that level would be considerably shorter than the
MVC torque. Therefore, the longer time window needed to reach peak torque during
MVC, could mask such difference and result in the pattern seen. Nonetheless, our
results show that the temperature conditions did not affect any of the RTD measures,
regardless of the time window used (50ms, 100ms, 150ms, 200ms or time to
maximum torque). Thus, the different time window length is also rejected as a
reason for the findings. Consequently, it remains unclear at present why the
neuromechanical behaviour at different temperatures is different to the mechanical
behaviour. Potentially, one explanation could be offered by Gregory and Bickel
(2005) who suggested that electromyostimulation recruits muscle fibres in a nonorderly fashion, in contrast to the Henneman principle. As RTD depends on which
muscle fibres are recruited (Maffiuletti et al., 2016), different fibre recruitment (in
particular, as MVC and ESC torque levels were considerably different in intensity)
would likely result in different RTD values. Unfortunately, the absence of EMG data
makes this notion speculative.
Post-activation potentiation is the phenomenon in which previous muscular
contractions facilitate increased subsequent force generation (Hodgson et al., 2005),
with the more accepted mechanism responsible for it being phosphorylation of
myosin regulatory light chains (Requena et al., 2008). Although the effect can still be
evident at 10 minutes, it is generally at maximum effect within 10s of the preceding
contraction (Requena et al., 2008). The result of this effect could be different torque
and / or RTD, depending on whether the twitch examined was unpotentiated or
potentiated. To examine this hypothesis, along with the temperature effect, we
utilised both an unpotentiated and potentiated twitch. Our results suggest that a)
ESC torque is unaffected by temperature, and that b) potentiation from the MVC did

occur on the Potentiated ESC torque. With regards to the first point, our results do
not match findings by Moore et al (1990), who reported a linear relationship of
myosin light chain phosphorylation with temperature. Although the similarity of the
three ESC Potentiated torque values is statistically supported, the effect sizes from
the pairwise comparison point to an increasing magnitude of effect of temperature.
On the other hand, our potentiation results agree with Froyd et al (2013), who
reported increased torque and RTD of a stimulated twitch following an MVC.
Collectively, the results suggest that the use of a pre- or post-MVC twitch can alter
the findings. We posit that such studies should standardise by using the potentiated
twitch, as the situation a muscle would be unpotentiated are scarce, given that
following an initial previous contraction (e.g. warm-up or conditioning contractions) it
is likely to be potentiated.
Similarly to previous studies exploring the rate of force developing over the time
period of a given task (e.g. Haff et al., 2015) we found that RTD value was reducing
as the time window in which the force was measured in was increasing. The novel
finding from the present study is that the temperatures examined did not affect the
earlier RTD parameters (RTD50, RTD100, RTD150, RTD200) nor the RTD achieved at
MVC (RTDmax). Therefore, it provides evidence for future studies to enable
comparisons between RTD achieved from different temperature experimental
conditions.
Although the study aimed to alter muscle temperature by using the water bath with
cold and hot water, the extent to which this was achieved is unknown. As no muscle
thermistors or other means (e.g. insulated discs) were available, all temperature
references were based on skin temperature, which does not reflect muscle
temperature. However, as our subjects were physically active individuals and
relatively lean, we are confident that the 20 minutes in the water, with the
temperature maintained at the required levels, were sufficient to alter muscle
temperature to the experimentally required one (Petrofsky & Laymon, 2009).
Sequentially, and while every effort was made to maintain the temperature when
subjects came out of the bath, the ice packs and heat blankets are not as effective in
maintaining the required temperature (Petrofsky & Laymon, 2009) and skin
temperature was not maintained due the heat gradient, resulting in different skin
temperatures at testing point than the planned ones. As heat dissipation in the
muscle happens at a slower rate than at skin (Jutte et al., 2001), though, it is unlikely

the muscle temperature altered away from the experimentally required one as much
as the skin one did.
In conclusion, the present study found that environmental temperature changes, at
the temperatures examined, do not affect the ability to generate maximum torque or
any of the RTD parameters in maximum voluntary isometric contractions. In contrast,
increased heat results in higher RTD in electrically stimulated contractions, most
likely induced by reduced contraction time. The direct comparison of the voluntary
and electrical stimulated contractions and the findings offer insight into the effects of
temperature on the neuromechanical muscle function. The present findings can
assist in better informing rehabilitation or training, where strategies employ
temperature or electromyostimulation. When contrast therapy is being used (e.g. for
treatment of exercise induced muscle damage (Bieuzen et al., 2013)), practitioners
can be confident that the voluntary RTD, even shortly after the termination of a given
temperature exposure, will not be affected and subsequent exercises can be
performed safely. On the other hand, in situations where electromyostimulation is
utilised without the inclusion of a voluntary contraction (e.g. for spinal cord injury
patients (Hamid and Hayek, 2008)), there is potential for higher loading of the
relevant structures, which in turn may increase the potential for tissue injury. Finally,
the methods employed in the present study provide an avenue for future studies to
explore the effects of similar interventions on the mechanical and neuromechanical
behaviour of the musculotendinous unit.
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